Parent/Guardian Acknowledgement, Consent and Agreement:

I/We have read the School conditions and expectations regarding my/our son/daughter/child/ward’s (the Student’s) enrolment at the School and discussed with my/our son/daughter/child/ward these conditions and expectations. Their acceptance of a place at the School and enrolment has my/our full approval.

I/We acknowledge that I/we have read and understand the information provided by UWC East Africa together with the “Student’s Acceptance Letter” and current “Secondary Handbook”.

I/We acknowledge that there will be periods during the Student’s enrolment where the student is not directly supervised, including during various activities. I/we give permission for the Student’s participation in activities, which may be unsupervised.

Furthermore, I/We further acknowledge that the Student cannot be kept under constant supervision and may engage in unauthorized and risky behaviour for which the School cannot be held responsible.

While the Student is in residence at the UWC East Africa, I/we authorize the School to act as guardian in my/our place for decisions regarding their personal care and welfare. This includes the allowance for Residential parents to sign permission for sporting, cultural, service and curriculum trips with Tanzania.

I/We recognize that the School has the right to withdraw the place offered to the student for violation of School rules and/or expectations.

In consideration of the enrolment of the Student, I/we agree to indemnify and save harmless UWC East Africa, its directors, officers, employees, volunteers and agents from any and all actions, causes of actions, claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses and compensation whatsoever which I/we or “the Student” may hereafter have against UWC East Africa which arises out of or is connected with directly, or indirectly, from the Student’s enrolment at UWC East Africa.

I/We also understand that the School collects, uses and disseminates personal information for a number of School purposes including, but not limited to, photographs and videos, which may include “the Student’s” image, assessing “the Student’s” academic performance and the “Student’s” participation in the School, and I/we hereby consent to the collection, use and dissemination of this personal information by the School on platforms such as the school website, social media and third-party platforms. These items may be used for general public relation efforts of the School as well as for fundraising purposes. This is done in accordance with the School’s privacy policy.

International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma

I/we understand that a student’s enrolment in the IB programme will be assumed as acceptance of the IB Conditions and General Regulations by his/her parents or guardians. (www.ibo.org)

Should the student have any diagnosed condition, which may be considered by the IB as “special circumstances”, the School must be informed prior to scholarship acceptance. I/We understand that this is to enable the School to seek IB advice on the level of support permitted.

By signing the Contract of Enrolment, I/We agree to the above acknowledgements, consents, authorizations and agreements.